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About us

 Vision

We move on to the new generation. The block chain is a back born of Crypto currency
allow us to create new products and services that improve our lives as consumers. Hotels,
Resorts, airline tickets, shopping all these are now available online and without
intermediaries. Just a decade ago it would seem impossible. Technological evolution
speeds up exponentially automating various processes and devaluing low- and semi-skilled
work. The probability of computerization of hotels is 90%. When this happens, Hotels and
Resorts will increase their profits by reducing labor costs. We are striving to take the Hotels
and Resorts industry to a higher level, our team has taken the challenge on, and we are
capable of covering the growing demand for disruptive innovations and capable of
satisfying the service of users. Join and invest the new generation of crypto and take part in
this new revolution of the tourism industry.

 Product Description

 Gold byte Coin is a global decentralized service. Our goal is to automate customer service
in Hotel and Resort and improve its quality. Our service will help you make customer care
faster and easier.

 Our product is based on blockchain technology, We are developing IOS and Android
applications as well as a web applications which will be available for all browsers.
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Introduction

 Hotels are perhaps the backbone of the travel and
tourism industry. After all, when people travel somewhere
away from home, they need somewhere to sleep. And if
that place isn’t a friend or relative’s home, or a campsite,
it’s a hotel – or one of the many variations of hotels:
motels, inns, bed and breakfasts, hostels, lodges,
vacation house or apartment rentals.

 Over the five years to 2017, the Global Hotels and Resorts
industry experienced strong growth as both consumers
and businesses became more confident about their
finances and spent more liberally on luxuries, including
travel. This culminated in a substantial increase in both
travel rates and hotel room and occupancy rates, two
indicators of a hotel's performance. Over the five years to
2022, travel spending is projected to increase as global
economic conditions continue to improve and consumer
spending bolsters revenue for global hotels and resorts.

GROWTH
2017

2022
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Growth

 Hotel and Resort industry Generate 878 Billion (USD)

PA and annual growth of this business is 3.2% P.A.

more than 4.3 Millions Employs working in this industry

and 572,000 businesses attached with this. The

number of international tourist arrivals worldwide is

expected to increase all above figures.
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Idea Description

 The most popular solution is employment of information

technology (IT). Every year we witness various new services

embedded into the Hotel and Resort industry from digital

accounting system to online booking services and website

where customers can view and read reviews. At the same

time, thanks to the rapid growth of mobile devices around the

globe, web applications can be transferred on to mobile
platforms to make services available to customers at any time

and in any location.

 Growth of mobile devices around the globe

 The amount of people only using mobile

 device surpassed the number of people 

 using only a computer for the first time

2017

2016

2015
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Payment Solution
 In the Hotel and Resort industry, it is imperative to deliver a seamless,

personal and innovative guest experience. With so many

opportunities for customer interactions and potential sales, many

hotels have various payment solutions and systems at every point of

interaction. It’s important to work with a solution provider that has

different solutions for each and every use case/scenario. With block

chain technology Gold Byte Coin continues to provide dependable

and secure payment solutions to hotels and resorts. Having analyzed

the existing IT solutions, our team arrived at a conclusion that the

tourism industry needs a global solution that would combine a large

number of tools to improve customer service rate and quality.

 The idea was implemented using blockchain technology

Distributed 
technology

Block chain 
advantage

s

Accuracy openness
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Payment Solution

 Now a day’s most of consumers are facing difficulties regarding payment 
solutions i.e. caring limited amount of money due to laws of different countries 
money transfer, charges are increasing and transaction times are longer than 
before. A new payment system would allow firms, individuals, countries and 
other economic agents to transfer money on real time basis without such 
inconveniences

Eventually Gold Byte Coin is building a unique payment solution. GBC ambitions to facilitate on-
demand payments. It is more than secure, has ability of lower fees than conventional payment 
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Payment solution

methods, this platform provides faster access, with no limitation and

freedom of countless transactions used to buy any travel & tourism services.

Blockchain

Faster
No 

Limitation
Countless

Secure

Through our wallet, Users will experience seamlessly
across advance/user friendly applications on multiple
devices, our experience team focus on a strategy to
design user-centric payment solutions i.e. mobile apps,
etc to drive consumer preference for their payment
products

Custmor
Block 
Chain

Marchant
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Advantages

Merchant

Improve 
Company 

performance

User friendly 
menu

Faster and 
Reliable 
money 
transfer

Reduction of 
labour cost

Faster 
customer 

service

Customers

High quality 
service

User friendly 
interface

Faster and 
Reliable money 

transfer

Detailed 
information

Hotel 
Recommendtion
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Benefits
GBC

• For Business

Reduction of 
labor costs

Faster customer 
service

User-friendly menu 
editing tool

Powerful 
marketing tool

Ensure better 
average bill value

• To Investors

Token-option 
with high liquidity

Resistance to 
speculations on 
the exchange

Available and 
transparent 
investments

Automation of 
fulfillment of 
obligations

Increase in the 
rate proportional 
to expansion

• To Guests

Time saving

High quality 
service

User-friendly 
interface

Reliable opinions 
and ratings

Detailed 
information on 
menu



Marketing Tool

 Gold byte coin service is a powerful marketing tool. All hotels and resorts using the service will
be shown on the Graph, and customers will be able to see all information about them. The
unique features, promotions, photos, customer reviews, etc. will be displayed on the personal
page of the establishment. Hotels and resorts will be able to customize design of their page to
fit their image. It is a promotion tool similar to attractive signs in real life abut accessible from
the smart phone from anywhere in the world. The application automatically analyses
customer preferences and offers promotions bassoon this data.

 Besides, the app can notify on the nearest hotel or resort with attractive promotions using geo
locations, including repeated visits, recommendations to friend, reviews, booking of rooms on
the menu. The amount of GBC coin awarded and terms of the promotional offer are
determined by the hotel or resort. The statistics shows that gamification of the business allows
for a substantial rise in the number of customers.

 Summarizing all advantages, the GBC service is intended to solve the key problem of the
tourism market via a smart phone and provide a convenient platform both for Hotels and
resorts as service providers and their customers as consumers. The current market of services
designed to optimize and refine the tourism market does not have a unified tool which would
solve the existing problems and combine marketing possibilities and unlimited potential
functionality.

.
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Marketing Tool

Summarizing all advantages, the GBC service is intended

to solve the key problem of the tourism market via a

smart phone and provide a convenient platform both

for Hotels and resorts as service providers and their

customers as consumers. The current market of services

designed to optimize and refine the tourism market does

not have a unified tool which would solve the existing

problems and combine marketing possibilities and

unlimited potential functionality.
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How does Gold Byte work

 Blockchain, the backbone technology behind Crypto currencies, is one of the hottest

and most intriguing technologies currently in the market.

Smart contract, or code executed on the blockchain, bring significant advantages over

existing applications and frameworks of operation.

 SECURITY

Decentralization, encryption and transparency of all operations. Blockchain is

maintained by a large network of participants, no one actor can easily gain enough

influence to submit a fraudulent transaction or successfully alter recorded data. Users

can trust that transactions will be executed as the protocol commands removing the

need for a trusted third party.
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How does Gold Byte work

 Transparency: Changes to public blockchains are publicly viewable by all parties creating transparency, and all
transactions are immutable, meaning they cannot be altered or deleted or recovered.

 Fastest transactions: Interbank transactions can potentially take days for clearing and final settlement, especially 
outside of working hours. Blockchain transactions can reduce transaction times to minutes and are processed 24/7

Security

Fastest 
transactions

UNIVERSALITY

Low cost

QUALITY

Transparency

Low Cost: By eliminating third party
intermediaries and overhead costs for

exchanging assets, blockchains have the

potential to greatly reduce transaction fees.

UNIVERSALITY: All kinds of trading relations
within the framework of a single Global Digital

Platform

QUALITY: Simplicity, speed, productivity and

maximum liquidity.
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ICO Structure

 ICO:GBC team will look for crowd funding of GBC coin which will be issued on the
Etherium blockchain platform. ERC20 token standard. The fixed supply of GBC coin will

amount 300 000 000. Thereafter, no further coin will be created

 Of the total supply of GBC coin, (300 000 000) 70% will be allocated to the general 

public sale. GBC coin can be purchased with ETH & BTC.

 During public sale, GBC coin will be sold with four different categories.

 1st GBC look for soft cap100,000 USD in first five days

 2nd 30% bonus Second 12 days

 3rd 15% bonus Third 12 days

 4th 5% bonus last 26 days

 During sale, the price of GBC coin start will be 0.18USD. And the minimum contribution 

will be 50 USD. 
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ICO Structure

Sale For soft cap 1GBC=0.18 for first five days

•35% bonus in first five days

•Second 12 days of Genral 
public sale

•1GBC= 0.25 USD
30%

•Third 12 days of Genral public 
sale

•1GBC=0.35 USD
15%

•Last 26 Days of Genral Public 
Sale

•1GBC=0.50 USD
5%

After the ICO the Internal exchange will be open and price of GBC coin will amount of

1.25 USD and its expected to grow continuously due to a constant turnover.
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GBCToken Distributions

All issued tokens will be distributed as following

70% General Public sale

2% Bounty, referrals, contributors

8% Early stage Sponsors

5% Founders

5% Team and future hires

10% Reserve pool 

Token Distribution wheel (Graph) Example

Token Sales

Public Sale

Refferrals

Sponsors

Founders

Team

Reserve
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Bounty & Referral Program

Gold Byte Coin team has launched a divers bounty campaign to
disseminate information on, and enhance understanding of, the
GBC project. We offer tokens for social media campaigns,
translation of our blog posts, videos, and whitepaper. For more
information on our bounties, Contact us via our contact form.
Referral

Gold byte coin is also network marketing
platform where you make money by referring
other people to the platform.
You receive 20% bonus from every contribution of your

reference

•Creat your wallet

•copy your 
address and send 
to other

you

•Open your link

•Join GBC and 
Purchase Token

Reference
•you can recive 
20% of total value

•Enjoy your bonus

Bonus
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Road Map

•Emergence of idea and

•Research on Tourism market

•Research on Hotels and Resorts

•Watching Tourist Problem During The visit

2017

STARTING UP

•Make survey of user's experiences

•Visit Different Hotels and Resorts And

•Meet with different peoples regarding a new, 
fast, cheap, reliable payment method.

•Share our idea with management and peoples

2017 Q3

MEET UP AND 
SHARE IDEA

•Finish all necessarily meetings with Hotels and 
Resort Management 

•Discuses with Some Tourist Agent and listed them 
in our partner list 

•Held Final Team meeting to get start

2017 Q4

Finalize Project

•Lunching Website

•Generate community

•Live Token Sale

2018 Q1

OPENING 
BUSINESS

•April 6th -2018 Listed in exchange such as 
Hitbtc-yobit-livecoin

•Launch Mobile Application(Ios-Android

2018 Q2

Listed in 
exchange

•Held meetings with merchants and deploying our 
payment solution

•Start online booking such as www.opodo.com, 
www.hotelscombined.com

•Target to list GBC in bittrex late September

2018 Q3

Enhance 
business 

•enhance marketing campaign and 
marchants

•Distribute token revenue and holder 
income.

2018 Q4

more FURTHER
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Move To Digital World

WHAT IS DIGITAL WORLD ? 
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Protect Income

If your income & wealth is based in a currency,

it is dependent on the strength of a currency.

Most currencies are weak

‘Strong’ currencies are being destroyed
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GBCFuture

"In the future, 
financial 
transactions 
will be digital, 
universal and 
almost free.”

Bill 
Gates



A World Without Cash

"It feels strange to 
think of a world 
without cash, no more 
coins or notes to find 
down the back of the 
sofa, but it appears 
that's the way things 
are heading."

Sir
Richard 
Branson
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Team

David Reuben

Founder & CEO

- Chief of Operations

- Business Management

- Team development

David has extensive experience in IT Project management

and software design. He has 20 years experience in rapid

deployment of infrastructure projects.

David has a keen interest in the flow of currency through

economic systems.

- Software and Website Usability and Accessibility

- Customer Insight and UX Strategy

- Research and Strategic Analysis
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Team

Fleur Jayden

Marketing & Research

Liam Milan

Marketing Head

Harrison Zachary

Developer

Frankie Albert

Developer

Evelyn Finley

Communication Director

Harry Lucas

Crypto Management

Amelia Edward

Customer Support

Ollie Ryan

HR Manager
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Follow us on Networks

/gold.byte

/goldbytecoin/

@goldbytecoin
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Terms and Condition

 Terms and Conditions In order to use the website www.goldbyte.io and its content,
you must first agree to the following Terms and conditions. You may not use the
website if you do not accept the Terms. This whitepaper is intended for
informational purposes only. It is not intended to be investment advice, solicitation
of any kind nor an endorsement. Any decisions or actions taken on the basis of
information presented in this whitepaper, the Goldbyte website or other content is
done at your own risk and discretion. Upon taking action on the basis of
information presented in this whitepaper, the Goldbyte website or other content
produced by Goldbyte, you confirm that: a) This whitepaper, the Goldbyte
website or any other material produced by Goldbyte is not an offering, solicitation
or prospectus of any kind. b) Goldbye is exempted from any direct or indirect
liability to the maximum extent of the law. c) Goldbyte Tokens (GBC) are not
regarded as securities in any jurisdiction and that Goldbyte Token is classified as a
utility token. d) You have a good understanding of the key components of
blockchain technology and understand how blockchains operate. In addition, you
fully understand how to use blockchain wallets, including safeguarding private
keys. e) You are aware of risks in the crypto currency industry and are able to bear
potential losses in full. f) You are not expecting to earn profits in any form on the
basis of this white paper.
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